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The #1 Bestseller in Men's Adventure and Military Thriller, THE VAULT OF POSEIDON is the #1

Bestselling debut novel from thriller author Rob Jones. If you want a high-octane, fast-paced story

packed with action and a dash of humor on the side, this race to save the world from an ancient

power could be just what you're looking for.Reviews:"Similar type of adventures to Andy McDermott

and Scott Mariani." Reader Review."Excellent reading, quite witty in places. Very enjoyable... On

par with a good James Bond. Fantastic." Reader Review."Exciting ride from page one" Reader

Review."This story has many twists and turns, leaves you guessing to the end. If you like Cussler,

you'll love this!" Reader Review."Similar to Andy Mcdermott and David Wood. If you like a fun,

violent action novel you will like this." Reader Review."If you love adventure, thrills and spills,

mystery and being on the edge of your seat with your heart in your mouth, you will love these

books." Reader Review."What a gripping read, didn't want to put it down." Reader Review."Very fast

paced, entertaining and enjoyable read." Reader Review."A really good story from start to finish.

Interesting characters and a fast paced plot. As good as any of the top adventure stories." Reader

Review.What is the oldest, darkest secret in the world? Discovery of an ancient Greek text that

could be the final piece of a mysterious puzzle older than time itself leads to a hunt for the truth as

Joe Hawke fights to stop dark forces intent on changing the course of history forever. Former

Commando and SBS Special Forces operative Joe Hawke finds himself drawn into the most lethal

archaeological treasure hunt in history in this high-stakes action adventure.Hawke races across

nations to save the world from an ancient force so deadly its location was hidden forever by the

Gods themselves - until now. Packed with fast-paced action and with a dash of humour on the side,

this thrilling high-octane race from London to New York to Athens reaches its deadly climax in the

caves of Kefalonia where Hawke must stop an insane enemy from seizing the most powerful force

in history and destroying human civilization.The future of mankind is on a knife-edge..."Great read,

fast paced, action packed with a little bit of everything for any reader." Reader Review."This a very

exciting book to read and could not wait to start book 2." Reader Review."Top-notch

action-adventure book." Reader Review.
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I have completely enjoyed this book it is a great adventure novel filled with humor and people that I

want to spend more time with. Really glad I gave this a chance. Its similar to Andy Mcdermott and

David Wood. If you like a fun, violent action novel you will like this.

This was a good read, but not great. There's a lot of action, kind of like an action movie; but that's

not really my style. The story's premise was interesting but even more fanciful than I like - & i love

fantasies. However, there is good character development & the villains are truly villainous. If that's

your style, than these 3 books in the series are for you.

Just discovered Rob Jones and this first of the Joe Hawke series. The story moves along fast with

enough twists to keep you in its grip. The characters are likeable with the lead, Joe very Bruce

Willis-ish. Can't wait to read the rest of the series.

Fast action with a great plot. You never get a moment to catch your breath. Almost impossible to put

the book down until you finish it. And then you will want more!

This is one of the first books of this kind I had read and I'm hooked. I've been stuck on romantic

historical novels and decided to try something different. So glad I did. I couldn't wait to turn the next

Page? I've got to have more. Wonderful and exciting thanks Rob



If you explained the plot to me I would not have read the book. Although I had some Greek

mythology in school it rates right up there with Si Fi. Thanks for the ride Rob, I enjoyed it.

A good story, but events were pretty far from reality. Just that special operations have contingencies

and plan B, and C. All the same, it was inteeesting.

I really enjoyed the Joe Hawke series and I have read 1-8 so far. Lots of action. Sometimes I think

Joe seems to forget the bad guys are after him and gets caught but that just means he has to figure

out how to get out of the mess he's in. Fun series!
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